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Students Feedback

Survey Count: 301

S

No
Feedback Question's Excellent very

Good
Good Fair Poor Total

Weightage
Percentage 3-Scale

Weightage

I What is your rating of the
curriculum in providing abasic
knowledge base and technical
skill required for clinical
practice?

125 9E 62 t2 4 l23l &t.79%

2 How do you rate the curriculum
in terms of providing
opportunities to acquire latest
knowledgeand gain a globalized
perspective?

ll3 82 86 t4 6 ilE5 78.'14% 2.36

3 What is your opinion of the
provision given in the
curriculum to improve
communication skills, acquire
leadership qualities, develop
ethical behaviour and boost self-
confidence?

l1E 90 74 14 5 1205 80.07% 2.40
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How do you rate the
effectiveness of teaching aids
like multiple teaching
methodology, web resources,

multimedia teaching aids and e-

content used to deliver the
course content?

127 90 72 8 4 1231 81.79% 2.45

How do you rate the provision ot
co-curricular andextra-cunicular
activities in the curiculum to
enhance balanced development?

l18 76 74 27 6 tt76 7 8.14Y, 2.34

6 Hcrv do you mte the syllabus in
providing research based
instruction and training with
standardized assessment
protocols?

t]1 85 68 ll .} 1239 82.3396 2.47
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S.

No
Feedback Question's Excellent very

Good
Good Fair Poor Total

Weightage
Percentage 3-Scale

Weightage

What is your opinion of the
effectiveness of the curriculum
in enhancing employability
skiils including self-
employment?

105 88 91 ll 6 1 178 78.27% 2.35

8. What is your opinion of the
curriculum in terms of periodic
revision and updation to stay
relevant in the current modern
scenario ?

125 99 62 I 6 I z5 1 8r.79% 2.45

9. What is your opinion of the
efficacy of periodic internal
assessments and provision to
improve learning modality
provided in the curriculum ?

139 93 62 5 2 1265 84.05% 2.52

How adequate is the curriculum
in your opinion intraining
students in patient care, in
research methodology and in
innovation ?

t22 98 67 l1 3 1228 81.59% 2.45

OVERALL PERCENTAGE 1,216.90 80.86% 2.43
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What is your opinion of the provision given in the curriculum to improve communication
skills, acquire leadership qualities, develop ethical behavior and boost self-confidence?
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Q.No Question's

Ql
What is your rating ofthe curriculum in providing a basic knowledge base and technical skill
required for clinical practice?

Q2
How do you rate the curriculum in terms ofproviding opportunities to acquire latest
knowledge and gain a globalized perspective?

Q3

Q4
How do you rate the effectiveness ofteaching aids like multiple teaching methodology, web
resources, multimedia teaching aids and e- content used to deliver the cours€ content?

Q5
How do you rate the provision ofco-curricular and extra-curricular activities in the curriculum
to enhance balanced development?

Q6
How do you rate the syllabus in providing research based instruction and training with
standardized assessment protocols?

Q7
What is your opinion ofthe effectiveness ofthe curriculum in enhancing employability skills
including self-employment?
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Q'No Question's

Q8
What is your opinion ofthe curriculum in terms ofperiodic revision and updarion to stay
relevant in the current modern scenario ?

Qe
What is your opinion ofthe eflicacy ofperiodic internal assessments and provision to improve
learning modality provided in the curriculum ?

Ql0
How adequate is the curriculum in your opinion in training students in patient care, in research
methodology and in innovation?
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